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A fun and kid-friendly introduction to Korean!The Tuttle Korean for Kids Flash Cards kit is an

introductory Korean language learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool

through early elementary level acquire basic words, hangul script, phrases, and sentences in

Korean in a fun and easy way.The flashcards can be used as a learning tool in a classroom setting,

at home, or anywhere that learning takes place, and can easily be taped around the room for an

interactive way to learn Korean. The set contains a total of 64 words organized into thematic

categories, including: My Family, Colors, Numbers, My Day, Food, My Body, Clothes, and Going

Places. All of the words are illustratedâ€”the pictures serve as effective visual aids to help children

learn and remember each word's meaning. Words often reflect cultural objects and items and can

be studied in any order. Learners may focus on one theme at a time or mix them up for a little more

variety.
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I really like this set. There is a large wall chart with the common words/phrases and basic



information a child and beginning learner (adult) would find useful (counting 1-10, colors, persons in

a family, etc). I also found the CD to be helpful to listen for correct pronunciation and intonation of

the voice. My children also like the songs included on the CD. On the back of each flash card, there

are sentences written in Korean (with English phonetics) on how one might use the word in basic

conversation. I found it a great learning tool to use in addition to other books we have. My only

disappointment--I wish there was a wall chart of the Korean alphabet to help my children better

understand what each character sounds like on it's own. Other than that, it's a great product!

I wanted to teach Korean to my hubby with this bookBut I'm telling you, this book is not good for

teaching or leaning.I see a lot of stupid words. I'm Korean and I don't even use those words.

My Korean husband found many typo, grammatical errors and semantic mistakes in these flash

cards! DON'T buy this if you want to learn correct Korean!

The cards are big and colorful, the wall charts are great to have.I'm an ADULT learning Korean and

this set is just fine for me.I use it to review colors and numbers etc...body parts and animals etc...I

also own the adult version.They should include a little sack or something to carry around thecards

in...But wonderful useful set.All MY REAL Korean friends say they are perfect.I agree.Wish there

were more cards!Will they make more for the beginner?

I am so happy with this purchase! It comes with a huge wall poster with words and pictures, which I

am very excited about. The flashcards are really nice quality and has great teaching info on each. I

think these will be a great teaching aid for myself and my kids!

Pros. I like that different learning tools (poster, cards, CD) are included in one kit. The animation is

bold and colorful. Cons. I found a mistake in the grammar in one of the cards, and the pronunciation

on the CD is a bit American as if it were recorded by a Korean American. It is not a big deal, though,

unless, like me, your purposes are for fine tuning. My students are beginners, however, so it wasn't

a hindrance.

I'm learning Korean to help our little half Korean baby learn when her daddy isn't around. Super

easy, comes with suggestions on how to teach kids, has songs and a book along with the flash

cards. Great purchase! Wish there was more in the box but it's worth buying the other boxes of flash



cards to go along with :)

I bought this product for my 3 year old so I can introduce the korean language to her. It comes with

laminated flash cards, poster, and cd. My daughter generally learns well with flash cards, so it was

perfect for us. It is very basic, which she needs. We put the poster up in her room, so she can look

at it whenever she wants too. Also I turned on the cd when she was coloring and she recognizes

some of the words. I am sure the more we review the cards she will be able to recognize the words

on cd. My only complaint is that the cards and poster have phonetic translation but it can be

confusing for little ones especially if they are learning to read. For example, stomach is "be" and the

'e' is pronounced as a short sound but my daughter reads it as long 'e'. So it looks like the American

word "be". But either than that, I really like them and may invest in the volume 2, if everything goes

well.
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